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ABSTRACT

In the emerging Internet of Things cyber-physical system-embedded society, big data analytics needs huge computing capability with better energy efficiency. Coming to the end of Moore’s law of the electronic integrated circuit and facing the throughput limitation in parallel processing governed by Amdahl’s law, there is a strong motivation behind exploring a novel frontier of data processing in post-Moore era. Optical fiber transmissions have been making a remarkable advance over the last three decades. A record aggregated transmission capacity of the wavelength division multiplexing system per a single-mode fiber has reached 115 Tbit/s over 240 km. It is time to turn our attention to data processing by photons from the data transport by photons. A photonic accelerator (PAXEL) is a special class of processor placed at the front end of a digital computer, which is optimized to perform a specific function but does so faster with less power consumption than an electronic general-purpose processor. It can process images or time-serial data either in an analog or digital fashion on a real-time basis. Having had maturing manufacturing technology of optoelectronic devices and a diverse array of computing architectures at hand, prototyping PAXEL becomes feasible by leveraging on, e.g., cutting-edge miniature and power-efficient nanostructured silicon photonic devices. In this article, first the bottleneck and the paradigm shift of digital computing are reviewed. Next, we review an array of PAXEL architectures and applications, including artificial neural networks, reservoir computing, pass-gate logic, decision making, and compressed sensing. We assess the potential advantages and challenges for each of these PAXEL approaches to highlight the scope for future work toward practical implementation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We create nearly 2.5 exabytes (10^{18}) of data every day, and surprisingly, this information amounts to about a half of the information of the human genome on this planet. This exponential increase of daily data generation in the world today has led to a new era in data exploration and utilization. In the emerging Internet of Things (IoT)-cyber physical system (CPS)-embedded society, big data analytics need a huge computing capability with better energy efficiency. The way people use computers has been radically changing to cloud computing without the ownership of a computing resource. Cloud computing provides the users with various types of services, the so-called X as a service (XaaS), where X stands for software (S), platform (P), and desktop (D). On the other hand, for time-sensitive applications such as autonomous vehicle and augmented reality/virtual reality (AR/VR) and industrial robots, edge/fog computing in a microdirectional couplers (DCs) can be provided with its computing resource to a site as close as possible where the events happen.
Now the computing resource has become available anywhere via mobile computing, e.g., over a 5G wireless link between a smart tablet and cloud or edge/fog.

Let us turn our attention to computing hardware. Being underpinned by Dennard scaling, device integration in electronic circuits such as microprocessor chips has been making a steady progress at the pace of Moore’s law, that is, the number of transistors incorporated in a chip approximately doubles every 18–24 months and the performance per watt grows at this same rate. As Moore’s law has been coming to the end, the clock frequency of processor levels off after 2004. Then, multiple processors help sustain a steady growth of the throughput by parallel computation at the expense of energy consumption. According to Amdahl’s law, however, the speedup of parallel computation is eventually limited, and the parallel computation cannot resolve all the issues after the end of Moore’s law.

As for approaches to the resolution from the integration of devices, various post-Moore optoelectronic circuit technologies are now being developed under guidelines referred to as “More Moore,” “More than Moore,” and “Beyond complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS),” An approach of More than Moore combined with computing architectures provides a path to hardware accelerators. The hardware accelerator is a special class of processors such as the graphics processing unit (GPU) and field-programmable gate array (FPGA) placed at the front end of digital computer, which is optimized to perform a specific function.

Optical fiber transmissions have been making a remarkable advance over the last three decades. A record aggregated transmission capacity of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) system per a single-mode fiber has reached 115 Tbit/s over 240 km. Furthermore, another record of 10.16-peta-bit/s space division multiplexing (SDM)/WDM transmission using a 6-mode 19-core fiber over 11.3 km has been demonstrated. It is time to turn our attention to data processing by photons from the data transport by photons. The photonic accelerator (PAXEL) is a special class of processors placed at the front end of a digital computer, which is optimized to perform a specific function but does so faster with less power consumption than an electronic general-purpose processor. It can process images or time-serial data either in the analog or digital fashion on a real-time basis. Having had the maturing manufacturing technology of optoelectronic devices and a diverse array of computing architectures at hand, prototyping PAXEL becomes feasible by leveraging on, e.g., cutting-edge miniature and power-efficient nanostructured silicon (Si) photonic devices.

In this article, first the bottleneck and the paradigm shift of digital computing are reviewed. Next, we review an array of PAXEL architecture and applications, including artificial neural networks (ANNs), reservoir computing, pass-gate logic, decision making, and compressed sensing. We assess the potential advantages and challenges for each of these PAXEL approaches to highlight the scope for future work toward practical implementation.

II. PARADIGM SHIFT OF DIGITAL COMPUTING

A. Bottleneck of general digital computing and their optoelectronic solutions

Discussion hereafter is visually summarized in Fig. 1 for quick understanding. Dennard scaling is an engineering rule of the metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) that the smaller the transistor becomes, the better the performance. The scaling rule states that as the gate length and width of the transistors shrink by a factor of 1/k, the circuits could operate at k-times higher frequency with smaller power by a factor of 1/k². Being underpinned by the Dennard scaling, the device integration of electronic circuits such as microprocessor chips had been making a steady progress. The number of transistors incorporated in a chip approximately doubles every 18–24 months, and the performance per watt grows at this same rate. This is known as Moore’s law. This trend is well supported by Koomey’s extensive survey on commercial products of CPUs that the number of computations per joule has been doubling approximately every 1.57 years for over 40 years until the year of 2000. However, the clock frequency of processors leveled off around 2004, and Barr’s analysis also evidences that after 2000, the doubling period had slowed down to every 2.6 years as shown in Fig. 2.

Upon the end of Moore’s law for the complementary CMOS, a multiple processor helps sustaining a steady growth of the throughput in parallel computation. Parallel computation cannot resolve all the issues; however, according to Amdahl’s law, the speed-up S, which is limited by the serial part of the program, is expressed by

$$S = \frac{1}{(1-p) + \frac{p}{u}}$$

(1)

$$\lim_{x \to \infty} S = \frac{1}{1 - p}$$

(2)

where u is the number of processors and p denotes the proportion of the execution time that the part benefiting from the parallelization. In Fig. 3, the speed-up S is numerically shown for p = 0.95, 0.90, 0.75, and 0.50. For example, as indicated by the curve in blue, if a program needs 20 h using a single processor and a particular part of the program which takes, say, 1 h to execute cannot be parallelized, regardless of how many processors are devoted to the parallelized execution of this program, while the remaining 19 h (p = 0.95) of execution time can be parallelized, then the minimum execution time cannot be less than that critical 1 h. Hence, from Eq. (2), the theoretical speed-up is limited to at most 20 times (1/0.05 = 20). For this reason, parallel computing with many processors is useful only for highly parallelizable programs.
Fig. 2. Energy efficiency (giga-multiply-accumulations per Joule) vs year for commercial digital processors. Note that Koomey’s law, which assumes operations per energy increases at a faster rate than Moore’s law rate of 2× per every 1.5 years no longer holds as of about 2005 and operations per unit energy starts to fall off creating a larger gap between practice and theory. Reprinted with permission from Marr et al., IEEE Trans. Very Large Scale Integr. Syst. 21(1), 147–151 (2013). Copyright 2013 IEEE.

Approaches to the resolution from the integration in electronic/optoelectronic circuits, the so-called post-Moore technologies are now being developed under guidelines referred to as “More Moore,” “More than Moore,” and “Beyond CMOS.” A brief introduction to these three post-Moore technologies are as follows:

1. More Moore: Extremely scaled CMOS logic and memory devices

A fundamental issue that limits physical scaling of MOSFETs is quantum mechanical tunneling, which dramatically increases the off leakage current. This is because as the length of the gate channel becomes thinner, the number of energy levels decreases and eventually disappears. For typical parameters of Si FET, this estimate results in a minimum channel length of around 4 nm. Toward the densest arrangement, at least three-dimensional (3D) packaging will play an increased role, as there is no visible alternative seen that could offer further improvements in scaling.

2. More than Moore: Extension of functionality of CMOS circuits by integration with other technologies

For instance, a multifunctional combination within Si technology is provided by the integration of microelectromechanical system (MEMS) devices with CMOS. A more ambitious path will not just be the integration of different functions within one material system but also the integration of different technologies, for instance, Si and III–V semiconductors. A successful example is an integrated wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) receiver chip, consisting of arrayed waveguide-grating (AWG) multichannel wavelength filters and germanium photodiodes (PDs) array using through-silicon via (TSV) technology. The area of 100-ch WDM receiver chip is reduced to 1 cm², which is 1/100 smaller than the conventional one. Si or Si-compatible optical components have been gaining attention by copackaging with CMOS circuits, although attempts to obtain efficient Si-based light sources (LCs) have instead not been very successful.

There would be a common consensus that photonics Moore’s law would never be the case because there is no scaling rule in the photonic integrated circuit (PIC) equivalent to Dennard’s, which underpins Moore’s law. There is no advantage seen by miniaturizing the PIC device size. The fundamental nonlinearity of a Si crystal is third order because the inversion of the symmetry of a nonstrained Si crystal prohibits the existence of the second-order nonlinearity. The third-order nonlinear coefficient is relatively small by a factor of 10⁻⁴ by comparing, say, the InGaAs/InAlGaAs multiquantum well (MQW). As a consequence, the nonlinear effect cannot be an obstacle under normal operating conditions with the input power less than 10 mW. It is noteworthy that in the future, the loss of Si
waveguide will be reduced below 2 dB/cm and the third-order nonlinearity will not be negligible for the devices longer than 1 cm.

3. Beyond Moore: Alternative to CMOS transistor

III–V compound semiconductors and Ge FETs are considered viable alternatives to extend CMOS to the end of the roadmap. Nanowire FETs are another candidate, in which the conventional planar MOSFET channel is replaced with a semiconductor nanowire. Recently, integrated photonics is regarded as an enabling technology for a wide range of areas. The American Institute for Manufacturing Integrated Photonics (AIM Photonics), an initiative of U.S. Federal Government, has been launched in 2015 to establish manufacturing technology of PIC by developing a widely accepted set of processes and protocols for the design, manufacture, and integration of photonics systems. However, Si photonics has its limit to the miniaturization due to the weak photon energy confinement, as the size of the waveguide becomes thinner. Challenges include overcoming severe fabrication tolerance of the device geometry such as the thickness and width of the Si waveguide, large nonlinear effects of about 100 times as large as silica, and poor carrier mobility. It would be worthy to mention that photonics Moore’s law can never be the case because there is no scaling rule in PIC equivalent to Dennard’s. By down-sizing the PIC, the losses due to scattering caused by the roughness of the surface and bending, and light-in and light-out are much incurred. The nonlinear effect of Si due to third-order nonlinearity cannot be an obstacle under normal operating conditions with the optical power less than 10 mW. However, when the loss of the Si waveguide is reduced below 2 dB/cm in the future, the nonlinearity will not be negligible for devices longer than 1 cm.

Despite various limits which we are facing at the end of Moore’s law, a possible solution path to maintain sustainable growth of digital computing capability would be a hardware accelerator, which is not almighty but optimized to perform a specific task. Electronic accelerators such as GPU, TPU (Tensor Processing Unit), and FPGA have been widely used; however, it would be better to have as many options of accelerators as possible to cope with any demands. In Sec. III, we will present photonic accelerators which will fill the gap of demands that electronic counterparts cannot meet.

B. From cloud to edge/fog computing

The way people use computers have been changing to cloud computing without the ownership of the computing resource. Cloud computing is a virtualized computing platform, which provides various types of services, including infrastructure as a service (IaaS), software (SaaS), platform (PaaS), and desktop (DaaS). It typically takes 150–200 ms of latency for data transport from sensors all the way to cloud computing in hyperscale DCs in a core network. Time-sensitive applications such as autonomous vehicle and augmented reality/virtual reality (AR/VR) and industrial robots cannot tolerate such slow responses but they require ultralow latency below 1 ms. For the time-sensitive applications, therefore, edge/fog computing would serve better, providing its computing resource in distributed micro-DCs on the network edge where the events happen. The reason why it is referred to as fog is because it resembles a thinner cloud closer to the ground, meaning that it is a smaller computing resource than cloud located closer to the event, as shown by the arrow in the middle in Fig. 4. The computing resource in microdatacenters distributed around the network edge will be a key enabler to realize mobile computing by accessing it from a smart tablet through a 5G wireless link. One can carry only a light-weight tablet with a microsensing module for data acquisition and data cleansing, while edge/fog computing provides intelligence for the data processing on a real-time basis.

III. PHOTONIC ACCELERATORS: CHARACTERISTICS AND CHALLENGES

A. Hardware accelerator

The aforementioned post-Moore technologies in Sec. II A are approaches from devices to find a pathway to resolve the bottleneck of digital computing. A hardware accelerator is another approach
to overcome the bottleneck. The hardware accelerator is a special class of processor placed at the front end of a digital computer, which is optimized to perform a specific function but does the process faster with less power consumption than an electronic general-purpose processor. Aside from conventional electronic accelerators in Fig. 5(a), our focus is on the photonic accelerator, which can directly process the data before the optical-to-electrical (OE) conversion in Fig. 5(b). Photonic accelerator will find a niche by optimizing the functionality to a specific input as is described in Sec. III. It is worthy to note that, to the authors’ knowledge, the terminology of the photonic accelerator first appears in Ref. 18 whose function is based upon the time-stretch technique to capture ultrafast phenomena by a single shot, but we will use this terminology in a broader sense so that a wide variety of computing paradigms relevant to photonic technology is included.

One of the envisioned use cases of the photonic accelerator in the IoT-CPS era would be a mobile sensing and processing system, in which a compact optical sensing module is attached onto a smart tablet, as shown in Fig. 6. The compact module performs sensing and data cleansing, and then, the data are transported via a 5G wireless link, such as ultrareliable ultralow latency communication (URLLC), and processed by edge/fog computing. The data acquisition and cleansing could be accelerated by the PAXEL, and thus, micro-DC benefits from off-loading the task to reduce the power consumption. A use case with a handy lens-free holographic microscopy, consisting of a single-pixel photodetector and a LED light source, will demonstrate how the photonic interface captures the data and the captured in-line holograms of the target object can be computationally reconstructed to a high-resolution image. This demonstrates how the data cleansing is conducted on-site, in contrast to postprocessing of distorted image data.

Hereafter, we will focus on possible PAXEL approaches, namely, ANNs, reservoir computing, pass gate logic, decision making machines, and compressed sampling (CS).

B. Artificial neural network accelerator

Since power consumption is a primary concern in modern computer system designs, improving power efficiency, i.e., maximizing OPS/W (operations per second per watt), on neural network executions is critical. To tackle this issue, researchers have so far proposed electronic neural network accelerators like DaDianNao which is an application specific processor targeting convolutional neural networks and can achieve significant improvement in power efficiency, compared with traditional computing platforms such as CPUs and GPUs. Another representative implementation is the TPU which is widely used for accelerating commercial AI services. The most notable feature of such accelerators is to equip with a large number of MACs (multiply-accumulate circuits) in order to calculate vector-by-matrix multiplications (VMMs) efficiently; for instance, the first generation of TPU contains 8-bit 64K MACs in a chip. From the viewpoint of neural network applications, on the other hand, another interesting characteristic is a good tolerance to errors in computing results. This feature makes it possible to apply analog processing to aggressively improve the power efficiency, e.g., ISAAC proposed in Ref. 23 exploits analog arithmetic in crossbars.

Artificial neural network (ANN) accelerators exploiting nanophotonic devices are promising for the following reasons. First, the VMMs can be implemented by using optical elements, and we can expect ultralow latency operations because the computation is done as the light propagates in the nanophotonic device. Electronic digital operations fundamentally require charging and discharging of capacitors, and such a mechanism consumes a large amount of electric power. Since the operation speed or the clock frequency in state-of-the-art electronic digital systems is limited by the power dissipation that does not scale-down with the transistor shrinking anymore, we cannot expect improving the clock frequency. Unlike such traditional electronic digital circuits, nanophotonic devices can
operate at the speed of light in the analog fashion, and such a feature makes it possible to design an ultralow latency computing platform. Although one of the critical issues of optical analog circuits is the noise, a good error tolerance of neural network applications has a significant potential to mitigate such disadvantages. Second, optical processing of high parallelism, inherent to neural network operations, is enabled by taking advantage of various attributes of light waves such as the wavelength, phase, polarization, and amplitude. Third, the high I/O bandwidth provided by an optical interconnect is important even in neural network accelerations. It has been discussed that such a nanophotonic neural network accelerator has the potential to achieve at least three orders of magnitude higher efficiency compared with an ideal electric computer.

Designing VMM-optimized hardware is now entering the mainstream, and this tendency strongly supports that photonic ANN research could have a real-world impact toward energy efficient AI computing.

1. Optical analog vector-by-matrix multiplier

We describe optical analog VMMs. The matrix product is the basic operation of many kinds of information processing, especially approximate computing such as a neural network. VMM requires basic operation of many kinds of information processing, especially approximate computing such as a neural network. VMM requires a significant acceleration can be expected by applying optical VMM. The operation of VMM is defined by

\[ \mathbf{y} = \mathbf{Wx} = \begin{pmatrix} w_{11} & w_{12} & \cdots & w_{1N} \\ w_{21} & w_{22} & \cdots & w_{2N} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ w_{N1} & w_{N2} & \cdots & w_{NN} \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \\ \vdots \\ x_N \end{pmatrix}, \]  

where \( \mathbf{x} \) is the input vector, \( \mathbf{W} \) is the matrix, and \( \mathbf{y} \) is the output vector. Figure 7 illustrates three types of optical VMM implementations for the case with \( N = 4 \). The latency of each VMM against the number of modulators on the longest pass and the waveguide length. The number of modulators as light wave passes from LSs to PDs depends on VMM configurations, as shown in Table I. The waveguide length is \( N \), which is constant regardless of the VMM configuration. Therefore, the latency of each VMM in Table I is calculated by adding these two factors. For example, the latency of spatial light modulator (SLM)-VMM is \( O(N) \) since the sum of two factors is \( 1 + N \). As a consequence, there is no significant difference in performance depending on the size of VMM. Another important consideration is the energy consumption. When an optical signal passes an optical modulator, it loses a small amount of energy. This means that the amount of lost energy is roughly proportional to the number of optical devices, i.e., the first row of Table I. If it is assumed that a constant amount of energy is lost in each optical modulator, the SLM-VMM consumes the lowest energy.

(a) SLM-VMM. One configuration is a spatial light modulator (SLM) VMM as shown in Fig. 7(a). In the SLM-VMM, the input vector \( \mathbf{x} \) is represented by a set of light sources, the weight matrix \( \mathbf{W} \) by an SLM, and the output vector \( \mathbf{y} \) by a set of photodetectors. SLM-VMM is scalable because it utilizes free space optics. On the other hand, a planar integrated SLM-VMM is compact and compatible with electronic VLSI technologies and microfabrication. Unlike traditional electrical circuits that exploit voltage levels in order to represent digitalized information, data values treated in the SLM-VMM are mapped onto the levels of light intensity in analog form. Multiplications and additions are performed by weakening the light intensity and collecting multiple light waves at a photodetector, respectively. Since the intensity of a light source \( I_{in} \) is reduced to \( I_{out} \) after passing an SLM cell, the light transfer characteristic can be expressed as \( I_{out} = \alpha \times I_{in} \), where \( \alpha \) is a coefficient regarding the transmittance of the SLM cell. Therefore, the output element \( y_1 \) can be obtained by associating \( I_{in} \) and \( \alpha \) with \( \mathbf{x} \) and \( \mathbf{W} \), respectively, and by gathering the weakened light sources corresponding to the first row of the matrix at the first photodetector. Another method to implement the SLM is to use an optomechanical micromirror device based on microelectromechanical system (MEMS) technology. This

![FIG. 7. Optical vector by matrix multipliers (VMMs). (a) SLM-VMM. Adapted from Ref. 26. (b) WDM-VMM. Adapted from Tait et al., Sci. Rep. 7(1), 7430 (2017). Copyright 2017 Author(s), licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. (c) MZI-VMM. Adapted with permission from Shen et al., Nat. Photonics 11(7), 441–446 (2017). Copyright 2017 Springer Nature.](image-url)
device deflects light signals digitally by selectively redirecting parts of them.

b. WDM-VMM. Another configuration is a wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) VMM as shown in Fig. 7(b). In WDM-VMM, the input vector $x$ is represented by a wavelength multiplexed light from light sources, the matrix $W$ by cascaded ring resonators, and the output vector $y$ by a set of photodetectors. The WDM input signal, in which each element of the input vector is assigned a unique wavelength carrier, is equally split so that it passes through a series of ring resonators. The output is then summed up by the photodetectors. Ring resonators are placed next to a waveguide to couple only the light of a specific wavelength. When the length of the ring circumference is equal to an integer number of wavelengths which is the resonance condition, the optical signal in the waveguide is dropped to the ring and lost due to the scattering. The levels of light intensity are considered as data values in analog form as well as SLM-VMM explained above, and multiplications are implemented by the ring resonators in which the loss rate can be controlled by injecting a charge into the ring or changing its temperature. For instance, if we assume $(x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4) = (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0)$ and $(w_{11}, w_{12}, w_{13}, w_{14}) = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0)$ in Fig. 7(b), the intensity level of $x_1$ becomes zero due to the effect of the associated ring resonator, and the other signals regarding $x_2, x_3, x_4$ are gathered to obtain the final result of $y_1$ by the associated photodetector. In general, cascading multiple microring resonators can cause bandwidth narrowing and increase the control operation complexity. Hence, selecting appropriate parameters and well-design for microring resonators is quite important by exploiting design space like in Ref. 29. Recently, high-resolution optical WDM-VMM has also been demonstrated.30 The number of microring resonators is the same as that in Ref. 27, but the topology is different. This work uses microring resonators with a low quality (Q) factor and demonstrates high linearity and high resolution.

c. MZI-VMM. Another configuration is a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) based VMM as shown in Fig. 7(c). The MZI consists of two directional couplers (DCs) where two input signals are equally divided into two output ports and two phase shifters (PSs) that modulate the input signals. The amount of phase shift $(\varphi, \theta)$ can be controlled by charging the phase shifters or changing their temperature. The transfer function of MZI can be expressed by

$$
\left( \frac{E_{Ox}}{E_{Ox}} \right) = e^{j \pi S} \left( \begin{array}{c} e^{j \varphi \sin \frac{\theta}{2}} \\ e^{j \varphi \cos \frac{\theta}{2}} \end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{c} E_{11} \\ E_{12} \end{array} \right).
$$

where $E_{Ox}$, $E_{Ox}$, and $E_{11}$, $E_{12}$ are electric field amplitudes of the output and input signals, respectively. The MZI can distribute the light signal of each input port to the two output ports at an arbitrary ratio by adjusting $(\varphi, \theta)$ so that it can be used to implement a $2 \times 2$ unitary transformation. Reck et al. and Clements et al.30,31 have proposed that arbitrary $N \times N$ unitary transformation can be realized by exploiting the property of MZI. As shown in Fig. 7(c), the matrix of the VMM is represented by two MZI-based unitary matrix switches and a set of either attenuators or amplifiers. The unitary matrix switches representing the inverses of the associated ring resonator, and the other signals regarding $x_2, x_3, x_4$ are gathered to obtain the final result of $y_1$ by the associated photodetector. In general, cascading multiple microring resonators can cause bandwidth narrowing and increase the control operation complexity. Hence, selecting appropriate parameters and well-design for microring resonators is quite important by exploiting design space like in Ref. 29. Recently, high-resolution optical WDM-VMM has also been demonstrated.30 The number of microring resonators is the same as that in Ref. 27, but the topology is different. This work uses microring resonators with a low quality (Q) factor and demonstrates high linearity and high resolution.

### Table I. Optical circuit’s latency for $N \times N$ (pixel) VMMs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SLM-VMM</th>
<th>WDM-VMM</th>
<th>MZI-VMM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The number of modulators</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>$(2N - 3) \times 2$ (Reck’s circuit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(on the longest pass)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$N \times 2$ (Clements’s circuit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveguide length</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>$N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>$2N$</td>
<td>$5N$ (Reck’s circuit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3N$ (Clements’s circuit)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $E_{Ox}$, $E_{Ox}$, and $E_{11}$, $E_{12}$ are electric field amplitudes of the output and input signals, respectively. The MZI can distribute the light signal of each input port to the two output ports at an arbitrary ratio by adjusting $(\varphi, \theta)$ so that it can be used to implement a $2 \times 2$ unitary transformation. Reck et al. and Clements et al.30,31 have proposed that arbitrary $N \times N$ unitary transformation can be realized by exploiting the property of MZI. As shown in Fig. 7(c), the matrix of the VMM is represented by two MZI-based unitary matrix switches and a set of either attenuators or amplifiers. The unitary matrix switches representing the inverses of the associated ring resonator, and the other signals regarding $x_2, x_3, x_4$ are gathered to obtain the final result of $y_1$ by the associated photodetector. In general, cascading multiple microring resonators can cause bandwidth narrowing and increase the control operation complexity. Hence, selecting appropriate parameters and well-design for microring resonators is quite important by exploiting design space like in Ref. 29. Recently, high-resolution optical WDM-VMM has also been demonstrated.30 The number of microring resonators is the same as that in Ref. 27, but the topology is different. This work uses microring resonators with a low quality (Q) factor and demonstrates high linearity and high resolution.

2. Power and performance modeling

Maximizing power efficiency of optical analog VMMs is a critical challenge on photonic ANN accelerators. Here, we focus on the Clements’s MZI-VMM implementation in Table I and define the throughput or performance as the number of multiply accumulate operations per second. It can be evaluated for the VMM scale with the $N \times N$ matrix by

$$
\text{Throughput} = N^2 \times f_{\text{VMM}},
$$

where $f_{\text{VMM}}$ is the operation frequency. $f_{\text{VMM}}$ is limited by several factors such as the maximum operation frequency of light sources, $f_{\text{LS}}$, that of photodetectors, $f_{\text{PD}}$, two phase shifters in the MZI, $f_{\text{PS}}$, and that of the optical data-path $f_{\text{PATH}}$, which is the reciprocal of the VMM circuit latency $L$. In the MZI-VMM, $L$ depends on the length of the longest path from a light source input to a photodetector output in the optical circuit and can be modeled as Eq. (7), where $S_{\text{MZI}}$ is the size (or length) of an MZI. From the viewpoint of photonic neural-network executions, $f_{\text{PS}}$ and $f_{\text{PATH}}$ directly limit the maximum operation frequency to feed the next input data regarding $W$ and $x$, respectively.32
The energy cost is mainly incurred by the phase shifters and photodetectors. A light signal from a light source is detected by the photodetector at the loss of energy by passing through phase shifters, and then, it is converted into the photocurrent. Assume that all the energy of the optical signal at the photodetector is converted (in fact, conversion efficiency <30%) irrespective of the values of W and x.

The power consumption of the VMM is expressed by

$$\text{Power} = N \times P_{LS},$$

where $P_{LS}$ is the power of the light source. This power model can be applied to closed systems in which only light sources can provide energy for optical calculations, and final outputs are detected only by photodetectors. Based on Eqs. (5) and (8), the power efficiency of the optical VMM is derived as follows:

$$\text{Power efficiency} = \frac{N \times f_{VMM}}{P_{LS}}.$$  

### 3. Impact of device/architecture/application-level codesign for power efficient optical VMM

Owing to maturing nanophotonic device technology, ANN acceleration has a good prospect for low-power, low-latency, and high-throughput computing; however, there are some drawbacks arising from the optical devices. Unlike traditional electronic digital computers, for instance, optical analog calculations are prone to suffer from the noise, resulting in degradation of computing accuracy. Another factor is the insertion loss of the phase shifter. To maximize the power-performance potential, it is required to take full advantage of nanophotonic devices and at the same time to circumvent the shortcomings. Cross-layer interactions, or device/architecture/application-level codesigns, are crucial to resolve these issues. There is a trade-off between the power efficiency and computation accuracy in optical VMMs. If target applications are tolerant to computational errors like neural network inference, a drastic power reduction can be achieved, as described hereafter. Device designers tend to concentrate only on minimizing the device footprint, and hence, sometimes, little attention has been paid to how far such a codesign optimization has an impact on system-wide power efficiency.

First, we introduce our evaluation platform as shown in Fig. 8. The evaluation platform uses the hardware configurations as the inputs, including microarchitectural parameters such as the size of VMM $N$, device parameters such as the MZI size, and some of noise parameters. Some of these parameters are interdependent. However, in this evaluation, these parameters are assumed to be independent to clarify which parameter contributes to the power efficiency. In other words, we ignore the dependence of parameter values in order to indicate the direction of device parameter improvement. Note that the power loss of MZI is defined as $\text{loss} = -10 \times \log_{10} (\text{transmittance})$, and therefore, the evaluation of the power efficiency using the transmittance is equivalent to the evaluation considering the power loss.

In the software configuration, users can set neural network parameters such as the network structure, hyperparameters, and the dataset for machine learning. The platform includes an optical simulation engine and power-performance models.

Here, we discuss the impact of the cross-layer codesign on Clementi’s MZI-VMM circuit in Table I. The blue hatched part of the evaluation platform in Fig. 8 is used in this evaluation. Table II shows some of the representative values of the design parameters we focus on, and we expect the performance improvement for MZI-VMM from “Standard” to “Advanced” in the near future. Note that in this evaluation, the calculation accuracy depends on the effects of the shot noise of the light source, the shot noise of the dark current and the thermal noise of PD, and the fluctuation of modulators. Each of them has been obtained based on general parameter values, $\sigma_{\text{shot}}^2 = 7.02 \times 10^{-11}$, $\sigma_{\text{dark, current}}^2 = 1.60 \times 10^{-17}$, $\sigma_{\text{thermal}}^2 = 1.66 \times 10^{-12}$, and $\sigma_{\text{mod}}^2 = 10^{-15}$. We assumed that the power of all the light sources ranges from $-40 \text{ dBm}$ to $20 \text{ dBm}$. It is also assumed that the signal calculated by the analog VMM is quantized by 8 bits, and the maximum operation frequency of light sources $f_{LS}$ is the same as that of photodetectors $f_{PD}$.

Figure 9 shows our evaluation results. All results are normalized to the power efficiency obtained by the design using typical values.
of the state-of-the-art technology. Here, we discuss this from two perspectives: the impact of device size optimization and the power efficiency improvement by tolerating the calculation errors. Let us look at the evaluation results with the error rate of 0.3% on the lhs. Minimizing MZI components is a straightforward approach to optimization for device designers because it also reduces the latency of each MZI, maximizing $f_{\text{DPATH}}$ as explained in Eq. (7). Unexpectedly, “device minimization ONLY” optimization (Case 1) does not contribute to the power efficiency at all. The introduction of advanced parameters for $f_{\text{PS}}$, $f_{\text{PD}}$, and $T_{\text{MZI}}$ achieves 7.9–8.6× improvement, marked as Case 2, but the impact is not sufficient. The important observation is that, as shown in Case 3, the advanced value of the MZI size, $N$, significantly gains the power efficiency by a factor of 10.9–29.7×. This is because $f_{\text{VMM}}$ is limited by $f_{\text{PS}}$ rather than $f_{\text{DPATH}}$ when the VMM size is small, and $f_{\text{DPATH}}$ becomes critical if $N$ is enlarged, i.e., the critical path that determines the maximum operation frequency of the VMM changes with $N$. The next discussion focuses on the accuracy of VMM calculation results. We can see an interesting result by comparing the power efficiencies of Case 3 and Case 6. By tolerating 62% VMM error rate on the rhs, a remarkable improvement of 178.1× is obtained. Note that we have confirmed that such an error rate does not cause any critical issues from the viewpoint of neural network inference applications. The above two scenarios suggest that we need to carefully consider the design parameters in a system-wide view and designers should co-optimize critical parameters that have significant impacts on power efficiency.

4. Challenges and future perspective

Although these ANN accelerators have significant potentials over electronic computing platforms, several issues remain to be solved. First, memory subsystems for caching are a critical challenge as the neural networks scale up to cope with real workloads, which generate a large amount of intermediate data for caching. One direction is to exploit electronic memories such as SRAM and DRAM for large-scale neural network executions and to integrate with the optical VMMs. Second, establishing simulation methodologies and developing tools for cross-layer codesign are essential. Particularly, detailed power/performance modeling and fast design space exploration are required on nanophotonic accelerator designs. Third, considering optical-electrical heterogeneous computing models, revisiting computer architecture and defining hardware-software interfaces for nanophotonic ANN accelerations have to be considered.

C. Reservoir computing accelerator

Photonic reservoir computing has attracted growing interests as new artificial intelligence (AI) hardware. Reservoir computing is a class of recurrent neural networks whose connection weights among the network nodes are randomly fixed (referred to as “reservoir”). The training process of the connection weights is simplified in reservoir computing, and only the output weights are trained by learning. This approach has the advantages that the learning algorithm is simple and small computing power is required. The concept of reservoir computing is based on a mapping of an input signal into
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FIG. 9. Impact of design parameter optimization on VMM power efficiency.
A high-dimensional space to facilitate classification and time-series prediction. There are two types of architecture: delay-based reservoir and spatial reservoir.

The concept of the delay-based reservoir computing using a single nonlinear system has been proposed. This approach has simplified the hardware implementation of a virtual network based on a nonlinear dynamical system with time-delayed feedback. The outputs within the time-delayed feedback loop are sampled and treated as the virtual node states. The implementation of delay-based reservoir computing has been reported using optoelectronic systems, passive nonlinear optical devices, and laser dynamical systems. Particularly, semiconductor lasers with time-delayed feedback are promising for high-speed implementation and high-dimensional transformation of the input signal. Recently, two-dimensional implementation of reservoir computing has been proposed using an SLM.

The advantages of using photonic systems for reservoir computing include fast processing speed, parallel processing, and low-power consumption. The processing speed of photonic reservoir computing is determined by the transient response time of the reservoir, e.g., the relaxation oscillation time of semiconductor lasers at subnanoseconds. In addition, parallel processing can be enabled using the spatial and WDM techniques. Low-power consumption and small footprint can be achieved using photonic integrated circuits and Si photonics. Photonic reservoir computing can be advantageous over electronic reservoir computing in terms of speed and multiplexing capability for scaling.

Reservoir computing has been applied for time-series prediction and pattern recognition tasks. Reservoir computing is considered to be suitable for the information processing that requires short-term memory of past input signals, the so-called fading memory. For example, the chaotic time-series prediction and the tenth-order nonlinear autoregressive moving average (NARMA10) are the well-known benchmark tests of the prediction tasks for reservoir computing. Spoken-digit recognition and nonlinear channel equalization are also commonly used as the benchmark tests of pattern recognition.

1. Delay-based reservoir computing

Delay-based reservoir computing is structured with a nonlinear optical device in a time-delayed feedback loop as shown in Fig. 10. The time-delayed feedback loop with the delay time is considered as a reservoir, and a random temporal mask is required to introduce the weights between an input signal and the virtual nodes in the reservoir. The input signal is sent to the nonlinear device in the reservoir. In the reservoir, the temporal waveform in the delayed feedback loop is detected at the interval \( \theta \), and the amplitude of the temporal waveform is considered as virtual node states \( x_i(n) \) for the \( n \)th input data. The output signal is calculated from the weighted sum of the virtual node states. The output weights \( W_i \) are trained in advance so that the output signal obtained from the reservoir can match the ideal output signal.

Figure 11 shows the implementation of reservoir computing using a semiconductor laser with optical feedback. The scheme is composed of three parts: the input layer, the reservoir, and the output layer. In the input layer, input data \( u(n) \) are discretized and held at time \( T \). A temporal mask is applied for each duration of \( T \). The value of the mask is set at each interval \( \theta \), corresponding to the virtual-node interval in the reservoir. The feedback delay time \( \tau \) in the reservoir is set to match the input holding time \( T \), which is determined by the product of \( N \) virtual nodes and node interval \( \theta \) (i.e., \( T = N \theta \), also see Fig. 10).

Two semiconductor lasers, the drive and response lasers, are used. The drive laser is used to achieve consistent output from the response laser that is reproducible output with respect to the same input signal. The output of the drive laser is modulated by the input signal with the temporal mask, and the modulated signal is injected into the response laser. The drive injection signal to the response laser can suppress the DC noise of the response laser because the laser becomes more stable under the optical injection. The temporal waveforms of the response laser outputs are measured by a photodetector and a digital oscilloscope. The transient dynamics of the response laser is used as the reservoir output. The virtual nodes are determined from the transient response of the laser system for each interval \( \theta \) within the feedback delay time \( \tau \). The reservoir is composed of virtual nodes \( x_i(n)(i = 1, 2, \ldots, N) \) for the \( n \)th input data, and individual virtual nodes indicate different values to achieve high-dimensional space mapping. For post-processing in the output layer, the output \( y(n) \) for the \( n \)th input data is calculated as a linear combination of virtual nodes \( x_i(n) \) with output weights, \( W_i \), denoted as \( y(n) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} W_i x_i(n) \), as defined in Sec. III B 1. The output weights \( W_i \) are optimized by minimizing the mean-square error between the target function and the reservoir output \( y(n) \) in advance. The linear least-squares method is used for learning \( W_i \) with the training data.

The chaotic time-series prediction task is used to evaluate the performance of the reservoir computing. The aim of this task...
is to perform single-point prediction of chaotic data, which are generated from a far-infrared laser. Figure 12(a) shows the temporal waveforms of the original input signal, the prediction result obtained from the reservoir computing, and the error between them for the nth input data. It is found that the prediction result is very similar to the original input signal, and a small error is obtained. A normalized mean-square error (NMSE) of 0.008 is obtained in Fig. 12(b). The chaotic time series prediction is successful using the reservoir computing scheme. Other tasks such as NARMA 10 and the nonlinear channel equalization have also been succeeded in this scheme.

The temporal mask signal plays an important role as the input layer-reservoir connections for reservoir computing in Fig. 11. A binary random mask signal is used in many cases, consisting of a piecewise constant function for each interval $\theta$, with a randomly modulated binary sequence $\{-1, 1\}$ with equal probabilities. On the contrary, a chaos mask signal can be used, generated from the response laser with optical feedback, but without drive injection. Figure 12(b) shows the NMSE when the feedback strength of the response laser is changed for the chaos and binary mask signals. Smaller NMSEs are obtained for the chaos mask signal, and the NMSE is minimized at the boundary of the consistency region. It is found that the performance of reservoir computing can be improved using the chaos mask signal because the response laser generates complex transient dynamics, and a variety of node states can be obtained for the chaos mask signal.

The consistency property, which is the ability to produce the same output for repetitive input injection, is required for reservoir computing. The feedback strength in the delayed feedback loop is set to be weak to avoid chaotic outputs because the consistency property is satisfied under the steady state of the laser output without drive injection. In fact, better performance of reservoir computing has been achieved in the boundary between the steady state and the chaotic state [known as “the edge of chaos” as shown in the consistency region indicated by the arrow in Fig. 12(b)].

Different implementations using nonlinear optical devices have been reported, such as optoelectronic systems, passive nonlinear devices, and a semiconductor laser with optical feedback. The complexity of the output of the reservoir depends on the nonlinearity of the optical devices. For example, the saturation of the input power is one of the simplest nonlinear functions when using a semiconductor optical amplifier as the reservoir. The sinusoidal function is implemented for electro-optic modulators. More complex dynamics can be obtained for the semiconductor laser with optical feedback, which is governed by the rate equations known as the Lang-Kobayashi equations. 47,48

2. Spatial reservoir computing

Spatial implementation of reservoir computing has been proposed. In this scheme, the reservoir consists of many nonlinear nodes in a spatially distributed network. Figure 13 shows the experimental setup of the spatial implementation of reservoir computing. The optical output reflected from each pixel (or a group of the pixels) on the SLM is considered as a node state of the reservoir. The output of a semiconductor laser is sent to the SLM, and the phase of the injection light is modulated at each pixel. The reflected light from the SLM is sent to a diffractive optical element (DOE) and an external mirror to realize the connection among the nodes. The reflected light from the external mirror is sent to a digital camera, and the detected signal is used to modulate the pixels on the SLM. In addition, the light from the SLM is sent to a digital micromirror device (DMD) to
implement the output weights of the reservoir. The weighted sum of the node states is optically calculated by focusing the optical output from the DMD. 900 nodes have been implemented in this experiment, and chaotic time-series prediction has been demonstrated successfully with the NMSE of 0.013.\textsuperscript{44}

The pros and cons of delay-based and spatial schemes are compared as follows. For the delay-based scheme, only a single nonlinear device with time-delayed feedback is required, and the implementation can be simplified for a large number of the virtual nodes. However, the complex preprocessing and postprocessing are required to add the temporal mask to the input signal and to calculate the weighted sum of the virtual node states. For the spatial scheme, by contrast, no complex preprocessing and postprocessing are required, and the on-line implementation can be achieved. However, a large number of nodes are required for the network, and it is difficult to achieve the hardware implementation with too many nodes under stable operation. In addition, delay-based reservoir computing might require high-power. On the other hand, spatial implementation of reservoir computing using photonic integrated circuits can be useful for low-power consumption. Recently, a hybrid technique of the delay-based and spatial schemes has also been reported.\textsuperscript{57}

For the spatial scheme, coupled laser arrays\textsuperscript{58} and quantum-dot micropillar lasers\textsuperscript{59} are very promising devices for reservoir computing, and each laser can be considered as a node of the network. High-speed and low-power consumption operation of reservoir computing is expected using these photonic devices.

3. Challenges and future perspective

From the engineering point of view, it is necessary to develop fast, compact, and low-power consumption reservoir computing using photonic devices. For the speedup, real-time implementation of reservoir computing has been demonstrated using a FPGA.\textsuperscript{15,42} and chaotic time-series prediction has been achieved on real-time basis. In addition, parallel processing using WDM has been proposed for reservoir computing.\textsuperscript{54} For compact implementation, a photonic integrated circuit (PIC) has been used for reservoir computing. Figure 14 shows the configuration of the PIC used for delay-based reservoir computing.\textsuperscript{54} The PIC consists of a semiconductor laser, a semiconductor optical amplifier, a phase modulator, and an external mirror whose external cavity length is \(\sim 10\) mm. The number of virtual nodes in the reservoir is limited due to the short external cavity length in this scheme. Therefore, the temporal waveform corresponding to multiple delay times is used to increase the number of virtual nodes. The performance of the chaotic time-series prediction task has been successfully demonstrated using this scheme with the prediction error (NMSE) of 0.109.\textsuperscript{54}

For low-power consumption, a Si-based PIC has been also introduced to implement spatial reservoir computing.\textsuperscript{55} The PIC consists of splitters, combiners, and optical waveguides, and 16 nodes are implemented in the PIC within the footprint of 16 mm\(^2\). All the optical components are passive and linear, and the non-linearity is introduced externally as the saturation of the detection parts. Fast implementation of 5-bit header recognition has been demonstrated at 12.5 Gbit/s.\textsuperscript{57}

Reservoir computing is suitable for time-dependent information processing, such as time-series prediction and speech recognition. Recently, other applications have been reported, including bit detection based on pattern recognition in a noisy optical communication system\textsuperscript{56-58} and radar signal prediction.\textsuperscript{59} In Refs. 56 and 57, the feasibility of postprocessing optical PAM4 signals has been demonstrated for optical communications using photonic reservoir computing schemes. Recently, multilayer (deep) reservoir computing schemes using multiple reservoirs have been demonstrated to improve the performance of reservoir computing.\textsuperscript{51,52} The standard benchmark test for image recognition, known as MNIST, has been solved with high correct recognition rate using deep reservoir computing.\textsuperscript{60} In addition, “deep” reservoir computing has been proposed and the standard benchmark test for image recognition, e.g., MNIST has been solved with a high correct recognition rate.\textsuperscript{52} In addition, the combination of another functionality with computing in photonic devices would be one of the next challenges. For example, reservoir computing could be combined with optical sensors, and compact sensors with self-data analyzer using reservoir computing could be implemented.\textsuperscript{61,62} Further investigation of reservoir computing is still required, and it will open a new research direction and engineering applications of photonic accelerator.

D. Nanophotonics-based pass-gate logic accelerator

It is well recognized that the progress of CMOS transistors in terms of the latency has been already leveled off. This issue is attributed to the fact that RC delay of a CMOS transistor with minimum wiring is saturated around 10 ps or so, irrespective to the reduction of the gate size.\textsuperscript{63-65} We discuss the possibility for breaking this barrier by introducing optics into a processor because optical circuits are not limited by the RC delay.\textsuperscript{66,67} This is particularly interesting in terms of the pass gate logic, where the computation time is determined by the signal propagation. A challenge is not to intend for all-optical computing, but it is rather optoelectronic computing where optics is implemented within electric circuits. Figure 15 illustrates a generic optoelectronic computation circuit. It is assumed that the input data \(E_{\text{in}}\) are fed into the optoelectronic circuit as an electric signal, and the computation is done as a result of light propagation via this optoelectronic circuit, which we call optical pass gate (OPG) circuit. At the last stage, the light output is evaluated by the electric circuits via OE conversion, and the final result is generated as an electric signal \(E_{\text{out}}\). The latency of this type of circuits may become extremely short if the light propagation length is short enough, and the overhead of OE/EO conversions is sufficiently small. When the optical component size is in a centimeter scale, this is typical at the old era of optical computing research in the 1980s or 1990s. Hence, the path delay is around 100 ps in Si, which is much longer than the CMOS delay. Therefore, the size reduction of optical circuits is crucial to enjoy the merit of this computation scheme.

Nanophotonics will play a key role for reducing the footprint of circuits, together with the energy reduction.\textsuperscript{68} The size of the
latest nanophotonic gates is about tens of micrometer or shorter (a few micrometer in extreme cases\(^a\)), indicating that the path delay is subpicosecond, which is much shorter than the CMOS delay. Of course, the switching delay of optoelectronic devices is at most comparable to that of the CMOS; therefore, the total computation time of the circuit, as in Fig. 15, will be dominated by the path delay that is the signal propagation time from west to east. In addition, the OE/EO conversions in Fig. 15 play an essential role in this type of optoelectronic computing. Conventionally, OE/EO conversions are considered the most inefficient and energy-hungry ingredients in optical information processing. There has been a kind of consensus that it is better to reduce or eliminate the OE/EO conversion nodes if we want to enjoy the merit of optical processing. However, the recent progress of OE/EO converters by use of nanophotonics could change this paradigm, and the optoelectronic computation scheme becomes highly promising as is discussed in Sec. III D 1.

1. Recent progress of OE/EO conversion

We will introduce a recent breakthrough in terms of the reduction of the capacitance for OE/EO converters by focusing on photonic crystal (PhC) PD and PhC EO modulator (EOM). Recent progress of nanophotonics has enabled astonishing reduction in terms of the consumption energy together with the delay. The capacitance of conventional optoelectronic devices such as PDs and EOMs has been around hundreds of femtofarad to picofarad range, which is much greater than a femtofarad level of electronic devices such as CMOS transistors. This large capacitance is primarily due to the poor light confinement ability in conventional optoelectronic device technologies. Meanwhile, the recent nanophotonics progress has achieved a dramatic reduction of the capacitance by orders of magnitudes as shown in Fig. 16. Especially, a capacitance of a femtofarad level for PDs and EOMs has been achieved by employing PhCs.\(^b\) A PhC is an artificial dielectric structure whose refractive index is periodically modulated in a 100-nm scale.\(^c\) PhCs can be fabricated by semiconductor nanofabrication techniques such as CMOS fabrication process, and it has been well established that PhCs enables unprecedented strong light confinement.

A conventional OE converter consists of a combination of a PD and a trans-impedance amplifier (TIA).\(^d\) The latter requires generation of sufficient voltage to drive subsequent CMOS transistors. The energy consumption of TIA is typically several hundred fJ/bit, which is too large for our application. However, if ultrasmall capacitance PDs (such as in a femtofarad level) are available, we can replace an energy consuming TIA with a passive load resistor (1–10 kΩ). Sufficiently large voltage can be generated by a photocurrent directly from the resistor without sacrificing the operation speed. Recently, PhC PDs with a capacitance of 0.6 fF have been demonstrated, which are already comparable to that of CMOS.\(^e\)\(^f\) As shown in Fig. 17, these PhC PDs retain high performance mostly comparable to conventional high-speed PDs with much bigger dimension. By monolithically integrating this PhC PD with a load resistor of 8.8 kΩ, very high light-to-voltage conversion efficiency of 4 kV/W has been demonstrated, which is even greater than that for commercially available PD-TIA photoreceivers.

Very recently, the PhC PD has demonstrated to be operated at a forward-biased condition even at 20 Gbit/s.\(^g\)\(^h\) This result suggests that when this PD is integrated with a substantially large resistor, it can operate at a zero-bias condition. In this condition, we would be able to remove even the bias power supply from OE converters. Although this is still a preliminary result, it indicates a very promising direction, that is, the OE conversion can be done without any electric power. The small capacitance is vital even more substantially for the EO conversion.

The energy consumption of EOM is dominated by the charging energy \(\propto CV^2\) with the capacitance \(C\) and applied voltage \(V\); therefore, the small capacitance is crucial. A high-speed operation at 40 Gbit/s of PhC waveguide-type EOMs in Fig. 18, whose capacitance is as small as 13 fF has been reported. The energy consumption is smaller than 2 fJ/bit, which is the lowest value for waveguide-type EOMs.\(^i\)\(^j\) This value could be further reduced by introducing a nanocavity-based design because the capacitance of the nanocavity-based devices could be similar to the capacitance of the PhC-PDs.\(^k\) From these achievements, it becomes possible to greatly reduce the energy consumption of OE/EO conversions by employing PhC technologies. Consequently, armed with nanophotonic OE/EO conversions, we may have to reconsider the border between electronics and photonics in information processing. This suggests that OE/EO conversions can potentially be employed in more and more fine-grained levels, which support the computation scheme shown in Fig. 15.

2. Optical pass-gate logic

We introduce a specific example of the optoelectronic computation scheme in Fig. 15. Figure 19(a) shows a logic gate, the so-called pass-gate logic, in comparison with a conventional CMOS logic of AOI (AND-OR-Inverter logic) in Fig. 19(b). With the conventional AOI logic, the computation is done by a sequential operation of CMOS gates. The total computation time is a simple sum of $N \tau_{\text{switch}} + N \tau_{\text{path}}$, where $N$, $\tau_{\text{switch}}$, and $\tau_{\text{path}}$ are the number of gates, the switching delay per gate, and the path delay per gate, respectively. By contrast, with the scheme shown in Fig. 19(b), all possible answers are injected from the lhs, and the input data select the path. Only the correct answer arrives at the exit. It is noteworthy that with this scheme, all the gates can be switched simultaneously, and thus, the total computation time is a sum of $\tau_{\text{switch}} + N \tau_{\text{path}}$. Since the switching delay is not accumulated, the computation time will be dominated by the path delay when $N$ becomes large. In fact, this scheme is essentially a circuit representation of the binary decision diagram (BDD), which is similar to the pass-transistor logic or the one employed in FPGA. It is well known that BDD can represent any AOI logic, but this scheme has rarely been used as low-latency circuits because a sequential connection of CMOS, which consists of the critical path of the calculation, leading to a substantial RC delay which is scaled as the square of the number of gates $N^2$. However, if we realize this circuit with optical gates, such as EO-MZI switches, the path delay is simply the time required for the light propagation,
scaled as \( N \). This immediately means that if we embody this circuit with nanophotonic gates whose lengths are shorter than 100 \( \mu \)m, the path delay per gate could be as short as 1 ps.

Recently, this BDD scheme has attracted much attention from optic communities. Hardy et al. proposed to employ 2 \( \times \) 2 EO-MZI switches to construct various logic circuits, which they call optical directed logic, especially promising for reversible computing.\(^{94}\) A specific example of application has been proposed to employ the BDD to optical adders and ripple-carry adder.\(^{95,96}\) A conventional parallel full adder is realized by a set of AND, XOR, and OR gates, and it is possible to transpose such circuit into BDD.

### 3. Challenges and future perspective

One of the immediate applications of the light-speed computation is an optical adder by the BDD-like circuits. Since the critical path of the ripple carry adder can be “optical,” it is relatively easy to implement the scheme shown in Fig. 15 if it is in a small scale. The technical challenge lies in the fact that the BDD scheme generally produces relatively large and complicated circuits, and thus, it is important to optimize the circuit design to reduce the number of gates. Recently, a simplified design of an optical adder was proposed, which requires only a single MZI switch per digit,\(^{97}\) in which the functionalities of EO-MZI switches is fully utilized, and employs the degree of freedom for the wavelength to express the logical negation. This shows that although the BDD-type circuit formalism has been known for decades by circuit architects, we will have to expand the concept of the BDD and invent novel circuit designs appropriate for the optical pass-gate logic.

The full adder is only an example, and the light-speed computation scheme can be extended to various computation circuits. Apparently, the pattern matching is very suited for this scheme. Another important direction is to pursue optical interference circuits. Recently, simple multiport interferometers were proposed to enable Boolean logic functionalities.\(^{98}\) In addition, an interference matrix circuit made of EO-MZI switches can perform VMM. The VMM is widely used in various applications such as the ANN in Sec. III B 1.

### E. Decision making accelerator

Decision making is to perform adequate judgments in uncertain environments which are widely applied to information and communications technology, including dynamic and efficient resource assignments in network infrastructures,\(^{99,100}\) search functions,\(^{100}\) and the foundation of reinforcement learning.\(^{100}\) A fundamental and important issue in decision making is formulated by the multiarmed bandit (MAB) problem where the problem is to maximize the player’s rewards from many slot machines whose reward probabilities are unknown.\(^{101}\) To find the best machine, sufficient exploration is necessary; however, too much exploration may accompany significant loss. Moreover, the best machine may change over time. On the other hand, a too quick decision may miss the best machine. Such a difficult trade-off has been known as exploration-exploitation dilemma. In this section, decision making refers to solve MAB problems.

Recently, MAB problems have been implemented with photonic technologies unlike conventional computer algorithms performed in digital computers\(^{102,103}\) to pave the way for breaking the limitations of conventional approaches such von Neumann bottleneck,\(^{104}\) energy efficiency, and operation speeds. In particular, by pursuing the ultimate performances of photonic technologies, one can design novel system architectures and functionalities. In Sec. III E 1, single-photon decision maker is described by utilizing wave-particle duality of light quanta. The principle is transformed to laser systems where chaotically oscillating ultrastable dynamics are utilized, exploiting the superior scalability by time-domain multiplexing as described in Sec. III E 2.

It would be noteworthy that photonic decision making shows a clear departure from recent photonic computing such as photonic Ising machines,\(^{105}\) optical reservoir computing\(^{106,107}\) in Sec. III C, and the ANN\(^{108,109}\) in Sec. III B in terms of its intended functionalities and architectures. The goal of the above-mentioned systems is solving combinatorial optimization or recognition/classification tasks involving a certain amount of training data sets, which does not apply for the photonic decision maker. However, the photonic decision makers and photonic solution searchers are in a complementary relation. Indeed, for example, Kanno et al. demonstrated a composite system of a laser-chaos decision maker and photonic reservoir computing; the photonic decision maker dynamically switches the reservoir to be used for prediction. That is, the decision maker adaptively chooses an optimized reservoir among pretrained multiple ones depending on the incoming signal train.

### 1. Single-photon-based decision making

The MAB becomes extremely difficult to solve when the number of potential candidates of decisions or the number of slot machines increases. Even the two-armed bandit problem, which involves only two slot machines, Machine 0 and Machine 1, is difficult to solve. Intuitively, one may readily conduct decision making when the selected machine mostly wins over recent trials. However, in reality, one can be easily fooled by such incidental events because the other machine may be the better machine.

The single-photon decision maker directly benefits from the wave-particle duality of light quanta for the exploration actions.\(^{108,109}\) As shown in Fig. 20(a), a single photon emitted from a nitrogen-vacancy or NV-center in a nondiamond is utilized. A linearly polarized single photon impinges on a polarization beam splitter (PBS) after passing through a polarizer. If the photon via the vertical direction is detected by an avalanche photodiode (APD\(_0\)), the decision is immediately to select Machine 0. When the photon is detected by APD\(_1\) via the horizontal polarization, the decision is to choose Machine 1. When a linearly polarization single photon polarized 45° with respect to the horizontal impinges on the PBS, the probability of photon detection by APD\(_0\) or APD\(_1\) is 50:50, meaning that the decision making is completely an exploration action. When the polarization of the input single photon is almost vertical, the photon is highly likely observed by APD\(_0\) whereas almost horizontally polarized single photon will be detected by APD\(_1\). Therefore, the strategy of decision making is to control the single photon polarization toward the better slot machine, which is experimentally realized by the halfwave plate (\(\lambda/2\)) before photons go through the PBS. It should be noted is that the function of “checking-the-other-machine” is physically realized by the probabilistic attribute of single photons; a nearly horizontal single photon is mostly detected by APD\(_1\), but it is sometimes detected by APD\(_0\). Such a property cannot be achieved if the input photon is “classical” when the physical quantity
measured by photodetectors are the ratio of light intensity between APD$_0$ and APD$_1$, and hence, one additional step is necessary to determine the decision by using random numbers generated in the computer.

In the experiment, the arrival timing of photons at APDs was characterized by a time-correlated single-photon detection system. The two slot machines were implemented in a computer using pseudorandom numbers. Based on the betting results, the angle of the halfwave plate was mechanically controlled. In Fig. 20(b), the horizontal axis indicates the number of cycles of the slot machine play, while the vertical axis depicts the correct decision ratio (CDR) which is the ratio of selecting the higher reward probability slot machine over total 10 repetitions. In the first 150 cycles, the reward probabilities of Machines 0 and 1 were given by $P_0 = 0.8$ and $P_1 = 0.2$, respectively. Therefore, choosing Machine 0 is the correct decision. The CDR depicted by the solid curve in red quickly approaches to unity, meaning that correct decision-making has been made. In every 150 cycles, the reward probabilities of machines are intentionally inverted to implement environmental uncertainty. That is, $P_0$ becomes 0.2, and $P_1$ is changed to 0.2. Accordingly, the CDR drops at the 151st cycle, but it gradually recovers to high values, meaning that correct decision-making has been made. In every 150 cycles, the CDR recovery is slower and shows relatively lower values, compared with the previous case in red. Nevertheless, we can observe clearly the autonomous decision making.

By pursuing the subwavelength-scale ultrasmall attributes of optical near-fields, nanophotonic decision making has been also investigated theoretically in Ref. 102 and experimentally in Ref. 103. The energy transfer via the optical near-field is configured by control light so that the energy is selectively transferred to either of the quantum dots corresponding to decisions 0 or 1.

2. Laser-chaos-based ultrafast decision making

The generation of chaos in semiconductor lasers has been extensively studied. Lasers become unstable when a fraction of the output light is fed back to their cavity, leading to chaos, for example. Ultrafast physical random generations have been experimentally demonstrated by utilizing the high bandwidth attributes of chaotic lasers. Furthermore, the nonlinear dynamics of chaotic lasers, including its ultrafast transient process, are a fascinating resource for reservoir computing. The application of laser chaos to decision making is one of the most recent topics in chaotic lasers.

As schematically shown in Fig. 21(a), a light intensity level is sampled from the laser chaos signal train, followed by thresholding denoted by $TH$. When the signal level is larger than $TH$, the decision is immediately made to select Machine 0, whereas when the signal is lower than $TH$, the decision is to select Machine 1. The threshold level is reconfigured based on the betting result. Assume, for instance, that the threshold is high enough; the sampled signals will mostly be smaller than the threshold; hence, the decision is mostly Machine 1. However, chaotically oscillating input light could sometimes be even larger than the threshold; that is, the decision to select Machine 0 could occasionally be made, providing the ability of “checking-the-other-machine.”
The curve in blue in Fig. 21(b) shows the evolution of CDR when the chaotic signal is sampled with 50 ps interval that shows the promptest adaptation to unknown environments. After about 20 cycles, the CDR becomes larger than 0.9, meaning that the latency from the initial status to the correct decision is about 1 ns. The sampling interval 50 ps that provides the best decision-making performance exactly coincides with the negative autocorrelation inherent in the chaotic time series. At the same time, although a quasiperiodic signal contains larger negative maximum in the autocorrelation, the performance of decision making is not good. Assuming that pseudorandom numbers and color noise were available in such a high-speed domain, which is extremely difficult, the laser chaos could outperform these alternatives as shown in Fig. 21(b). Here, the color noise containing negative autocorrelation was calculated based on the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process in Fig. 22(a). The reward probability of Machine 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, while the curves in magenta, black, green, blue, and cyan show the CDR evolution obtained using Chaos 1, 2, 3, and 4 by varying the reflector by letting 210, 120, 80, and 45 μW of optical power be fed back to the laser, respectively. A quasiperiodic signal train was also generated by the variable reflector by providing a feedback optical power of 15 μW. In addition, computer-generated, uniform pseudorandom numbers and color noise were examined for comparisons. We applied the decision-making strategy to bandit problems with two, four, eight, 16, 32, and 64 arms. We assigned the reward probabilities to the N machines so that the difficulty maintains coherence. The detailed settings are described in Ref. 110. Figure 22(b) summarizes the results of the 16-, 32-, and 64-armed bandit problems, respectively. The curves in red, green, blue, and cyan show the CDR evolution obtained using Chaos 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, while the curves in magenta, black, and yellow depict the evolution obtained using quasiperiodic signals, pseudorandom numbers, and color noise, respectively. From Fig. 22(b), Chaos 3 provides the promptest adaptation to the unity value of the CDR, whereas the nonchaotic signals (quasiperiodic, pseudorandom, and color noise) yield substantially deteriorated performances. The number of cycles necessary to reach a CDR of 0.95 increases as the number of bands in the form of the power-law relation $aN^b$, where $a$ and $b$ are approximately 52 and 1.16, respectively, indicating that the successful operation of the proposed scalable decision-making principle using laser-generated chaotic time series.

The output of the comparison is immediately the MSB of the decision. When $s(t_1)$ is less than or equal to the threshold $TH_1$, the decision is that the MSB of the decision is 0. Otherwise, the MSB is determined to be 1. The chaotic signal $s(t_2)$ measured at $t = t_1$ is subjected to another threshold $TH_2$. If $s(t_2)$ is less than or equal to the threshold $TH_2$, the second MSB of the decision is 0. Otherwise, the second-most significant bit of the decision is set as 1. All of the bits are determined in this manner.

Four kinds of chaotic signal trains were generated, referred to as Chaos 1, Chaos 2, Chaos 3, and Chaos 4 by varying the reflection by the variable reflector by letting 210, 120, 80, and 45 μW of optical power be fed back to the laser, respectively. A quasiperiodic signal train was also generated by the variable reflector by providing a feedback optical power of 15 μW. In addition, computer-generated, uniform pseudorandom numbers and color noise were examined for comparisons. We applied the decision-making strategy to bandit problems with two, four, eight, 16, 32, and 64 arms. We assigned the reward probabilities to the N machines so that the difficulty maintains coherence. The detailed settings are described in Ref. 110. Figure 22(b) summarizes the results of the 16-, 32-, and 64-armed bandit problems, respectively. The curves in red, green, blue, and cyan show the CDR evolution obtained using Chaos 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, while the curves in magenta, black, and yellow depict the evolution obtained using quasiperiodic signals, pseudorandom numbers, and color noise, respectively. From Fig. 22(b), Chaos 3 provides the promptest adaptation to the unity value of the CDR, whereas the nonchaotic signals (quasiperiodic, pseudorandom, and color noise) yield substantially deteriorated performances. The number of cycles necessary to reach a CDR of 0.95 increases as the number of bands in the form of the power-law relation $aN^b$, where $a$ and $b$ are approximately 52 and 1.16, respectively, indicating that the successful operation of the proposed scalable decision-making principle using laser-generated chaotic time series.
3. Challenges and future perspective

Photonic decision making is an emerging research area; hence, there are vast and versatile possibilities from a variety of perspectives. Regarding physical principles, we can further utilize the rich physics of photons for decision making and not just those reviewed above. For instance, Mihana et al. demonstrated the usefulness of the leader-laggard laser synchronization between multiple lasers for decision making where the impact of networking and synchronization in network of lasers is exploited.111 From the viewpoint of photonic devices, recent advancements in PIC indicate on-chip photonic decision makers. In fact, Homma et al. demonstrated a photonic decision maker using a microring laser where the spontaneous and chaotic oscillatory dynamics between clockwise and counterclockwise light propagations are utilized for making decisions.112 Regarding nanophotonic technologies, Nakagomi et al. demonstrated in writing nanoscale patterns on the surface of photochromic single crystal via optical near-field, meaning that the function of memorizing past events, an important aspect for making decisions, has been shown.113 Also, Mihana et al. examined theoretically the impact of the memorization of past history for decision making in dealing with uncertain environments.114

A decision making system involves external environments; hence, the interface between photonic decision maker and external systems is an important issue. Conventionally, when we deal with ultrafast optical signals, for instance, in optical communications and computing applications,115 multiplexing/demultiplexing and Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC)/FPGA circuits are typically employed to resolve the mismatch of the fast optical signals and slow electrical signal processing units. However, such an architecture implies that the potential abilities of photons could be severely limited by conventional electronics. Therefore, integration of photonic and electronic devices is another important subject. Indeed, recent Si CMOS device technologies realized 300 GHz operating speed for THz transmitters and receivers,116 implying that a certain class of analog signal processing is achievable in the high-speed regime including photonic decision makers. The scalability of photonic decision maker has been demonstrated up to 64 bandits by a time-domain multiplexing strategy as shown in Sec. III E 110. Note, however, that there exist other interesting possibilities for scaling, including the utilization of spatial parallelism on the basis of above-mentioned PIC112 and nanophotonic technologies,113 WDM, mode-division multiplexing, and combinations of these principles.

Establishing theoretical backgrounds for photonic decision making is also an important subject. Conventional principles are based on digital computing algorithms which are supported by fundamental computing studies by Turing and von Neumann. On the other hand, the systems under study herein are coupled with natural phenomena, such as a single photon or laser chaos, accompanying irregular signals with a view to accomplish performance enhancement or acceleration as a whole. For such a purpose, a novel theoretical framework is necessary. A category theoretical analysis...
has been demonstrated for clear understanding of complex interdependencies between multiple subsystems in photonic decision makers.\textsuperscript{116} Such a categorical approach is also applied to an analysis of choice-based learning in brain.\textsuperscript{117} Saigo et al. proposed the concept of category of mobility to reveal the benefits of natural processes by adapting natural transformation.\textsuperscript{118}

Finally, it should be remarked that the aim of photonic approaches differs depending on the underlying physical mechanisms. The ultrahigh bandwidth attributes of the light wave provides superior properties to the electrical implementations as observed in optical telecommunications. In this sense, the laser chaos-based decision making (Sec. III E 1) exploits such an ultrafast aspect of the light wave, which would be unachievable by means of an electrical counterpart. The single-photon decision maker (Sec. III E 1) utilizes the wave-particle duality of light quanta; here, we see an exploitation of the quantum nature of light for decision making. Furthermore, entangled photons have been recently demonstrated for decision making\textsuperscript{119} wherein quantum superpositions of photon states are utilized for making decisions. The significance of light-based approaches over the other platforms will be then determined by factors such as energy efficiencies, practical costs of devices, etc.. It has been shown that the energy efficiency of optical near-field-mediated energy transfer is $10^4$ times more efficient than electron transport.\textsuperscript{120} Also, the merit of an optical approach will be found in combinations with other optical processing systems, such as the fusion of optical decision making and photonic reservoir computing demonstrated in Ref. \textsuperscript{97}.

F. Compressed sampling accelerator

The traditional approach to digital acquisition of information samples an analog signal at or above the Nyquist rate, followed by the compression before storing bits. For a continuous-amplitude sequence of the signal either in time domain or space, the Nyquist rate is necessary to attain zero-distortion reconstruction of the input information in the case with constraint-free quantization. On the other hand, the minimal sampling rate for attaining the minimal distortion achievable in the presence of quantization constraint is usually below the Nyquist rate.\textsuperscript{121,122} Compressed sampling (CS) realizes the minimal sampling rate for attaining the minimal distortion achievable within the quantization constraint is usually below the Nyquist rate.\textsuperscript{121,122} CS relies on the fact that many types of information have a property called sparseness in the transformation process. The problem of CS is treated as an underdetermined linear system with prior information that the true solution is sparse, and the sparse signal vector can be reconstructed based on $l_1$-norm optimization.

1. Principle of operation

CS combines sampling and compression to obtain the measured vector $y$ into a single linear operation by $M$-time performing inner products between a test matrix with random elements $\Phi$ and the vector representation $x$ of $N$-element data of the input information, given by

$$y = \Phi x, \quad (10)$$

where $\Phi$ is $M \times N$ matrix and $M < N$. $K$ represents the sparseness, counting the nonzero elements in $N$-element as shown in Fig. 23. The compression ratio is given by $M/N$. As Eq. (10) for the case with $M < N$ is an ill-posed problem, there exists infinite number of solutions. However, if the random matrix $\Phi$ satisfies with the restricted isometry property (RIP) that any selection of $2K$ columns of the random matrix $\Phi$ is close to an orthobasis, the $K$-sparse vector $\hat{x}$ can be reconstructed by solving a convex optimization problem of $l_1$ norm given by\textsuperscript{123}

$$\hat{x} = \arg\min_{\|x\|_1} \|y - \Phi x\|_2, \text{ subject to } \Phi x = y, \quad (11)$$

and the number of measurements $M$ is in the order of

$$M = O(K \log(N/K)). \quad (12)$$

Notable advantage of CS implementation is that it enables capturing either image or time-serial data with a single photodetector, the so-called single-pixel camera, without using a spatially resolving detector such as a CMOS imager. This facilitates the operation across a broader spectral range where Si is blind, and even in the terahertz regime, CS-based imaging was demonstrated.\textsuperscript{123} The single-pixel camera utilizes a digital micromirror device (DMD) as the spatial light modulator to realize the test matrix $\Phi$ with random elements, and it demonstrated for the first time well-resolved imaging for $N = 256 \times 256$ photo with the compression ratio $M/N = 10\% \sim 20\%$.\textsuperscript{124} The frame rate of DMD device is around 4 kHz, which is much faster than 30 Hz of the CMOS imager, but the resolution or number of pixels is 1 Mega, much smaller than the CMOS imager.

2. Imagefree ghost imaging

Recently, image-free morphology-based cytometry, the so-called ghost imaging technique in Fig. 24, has been developed for cytometry, in which cell classification is enabled by machine-learning directly on the measured vector $y$ without image reconstruction of vector $\hat{x}$.\textsuperscript{127} For applications such as classifications without need of rigid reconstruction of input information, this ghost imaging technique could be promising to speed up the processing.

A comparison with conventional NN will validate the precision of the ghost imaging technique. For instance, human activity recognition by both methods is numerically compared. The human activities including six motions such as walking, walking upstairs, walking downstairs, sitting, standing, and lying were detected by the accelerator of a smartphone. The captured temporal waveforms along each $x$-, $y$-, and $z$-axes for 2.56 s were sampled at the rate of
FIG. 24. (a) Conventional compressed sensing vs ghost imaging without image reconstruction and (b) temporal waveforms of six human motions of walking, walking upstairs, walking downstairs, sitting, standing, and lying. Visualized the data from Ref. 126.

20 ms into 128-sample. The data sets of the training and the testing include 7352 and 2947, respectively. The three-layer NN consisting of the 384 (=128 × 3)-neuron input layer, 20-neuron hidden layer, and 6-neuron output layer is used for the simulation. The compression ratio is 50% that means that 128-sample is compressed into 64-sample. The ghost imaging performs fairly good, showing the precision of 81.3%, although it is slightly outperformed by the NN result of the precision of 94.7%.

3. Challenges and future perspective

CMOS and CCD imager works only in the visible spectrum in 300–1100 nm. However, a high-density detector array is unfeasible at longer wavelength such as terahertz regime (300 GHz–10 THz or λ = 1 mm–30 μm) due to a fundamental lack of suitable materials for the imaging devices. CS enables a single-pixel sensing in a wide spectral range, including metamaterial absorbers in the THz regime, a photomultiplier in the UV to infrared region, and a microwave via EO conversion using a light modulator. Therefore, it paves a way for versatile light detection in a simple configuration with a desired sensitivity and spectral region.

CS can be extensively applied to communications, medicine, biology, astronomy, etc. In communications, wireless channel estimation, wireless sensor network, network tomography, cognitive radio, array signal processing, multiple access schemes, and networked control. It is also applied to a wide variety of imaging such as photoacoustic imaging, optical coherence tomography (OCT), electron microscopy, and fluorescence microscopy. Very recently, imaging of the shadow of a black hole observed by the Event Horizon Telescope’s (EHT’s) global network of synchronized radio observatories was reported, in which CS played a key role for the reconstruction of raw data. This event will further prompt applications of CS to the so far unexplored sectors in the near future.

Finally, an emphasis is put on a combination of a smart mobile tablet attached with a photonic sensor module and AI in the edge/fog computing over 5G URLLC link in Fig. 6. This enables real-time operation within the response of less than 1 ms. CS-based sensing facilitates data acquisition of a much smaller volume than conventional sampling and compressing of data. Hence, preprocessing of the data can be performed with limited computation resource of a smart tablet, followed by transporting only the core data to the fog/edge for the data analytics based upon AI.
IV. CONCLUSION

There has been a growing demand for computing power in the IoT-CPS embedded society. The way people use computers has been radically changing to cloud computing without the ownership of computing resources. Cloud computing provides users with various types of services such as XaaS. Particularly, edge/fog computing in microdatacenters, deployed as close as possible where the events happen, enables time-sensitive applications such as autonomous vehicle and augmented reality/virtual reality AR/VR and industrial robots. It realizes mobile computing everywhere over low-latency 5G wireless link between a smart tablet of the user and edge/fog computing resource.

On the other hand, digital computing is facing a bottleneck as Moore’s law has been coming to the end, and parallel computation exhibits its own limitation, although it continues sustaining the throughput of computation at the expense of energy consumption. One of the solution paths to overcome the bottleneck from the hardware approach is post-Moore optoelectronic circuit technologies. Another approach is hardware accelerators such as GPU and FPGA placed at the front end of a digital computer.

We have introduced a photonic accelerator (PAXEL), which is a special class of processor placed at the front end of digital computer. It is distinct from electronic accelerators in that the target information is optically sensed and processed. It is optimized to perform a specific function but does so faster with less power consumption than the electronic general-purpose processor. We have reviewed an array of PAXEL architectures and applications, including ANNs, reservoir computing, pass-gate logic, decision making, and compressed sensing. Promising computing architectures for PAXEL have been presented, including neuromorphic computing, reservoir computing, pass-gate logic, reinforcement learning, and compressed sensing. We have assessed the potential advantages and challenges for each of these PAXEL approaches to highlight the scope for future work toward practical implementation. We hope that this article prompts pioneering new frontiers of photonics for data processing and the PAXEL eventually becomes an intelligent mobile tool in daily life.
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